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10-12 Basics of 

College 

Admissions

Developing a 

College List

Financial Aid 

Process in 

Detail

Other Useful

Information 

(that didn’t fit 

anywhere else)

College 

interviews, 

answering your 

questions

12-1 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

1-2:30 SAT Prep OR

Essay Writing

SAT Prep OR

Essay Writing

SAT Prep OR

Essay Writing

SAT Prep OR

Essay Writing

SAT Prep OR Essay 

Writing

2:30-4 Common 

Misconceptions

Work time OR 

The Common 

Application

Work time OR 

Scholarship

Programs

Work time OR 

SAT Subject 

Tests

After Admission: 

Choosing a 

College

College Prep Schedule



Other Stuff About 

Your App



Application Timing

 Early Action

Get decision by mid-December

No commitment to go

 Early Decision

Get decision by mid-December

Must go and withdraw application from other 
schools

ONLY DO if you’re sure you want to go and 
will get enough financial aid

 If you don’t get in, deferred to regular action.



Why consider applying early?

Know earlier if you got in

Can save work, stress, application fees

 Shows extra interest in the school

Considered twice for admission



How to Frame 

Activities



What is the admissions office 

looking for?

Can you handle the academics?

Will you fit in?

Do you have the character to be 

successful?

Passionate

Hard-working

Dedicated



What is your 

story?



They say…

Your activities may include arts, athletics, 

clubs, employment, personal 

commitments, and other pursuits.



For example…

Clubs

Volunteering

Church

 Taking care of siblings

 Jobs or internships

 Independent programming projects

Math Circle

 BEAM activities

Creative writing



You put down…

Activity type:

Position/leadership description:

Description of activity/what you 
accomplished/recognition received:

Grade levels:

Hours per week:

Weeks per year: 

50 character limit

150 character limit



How you write 

matters



Example

Position: Mock Trial team at Vestal High 

School

Description: Our team won the local 

Mock Trial tournament in 1999.



Example

Position: Lawyer on Mock Trial team at 

Vestal High School

Description: Practiced 2-3 hours on 

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, plus 

trials. Prosecution lawyer in 1997 and 

1998. Doubled for prosecution and 

defense in 1999.



Example

Position: Lawyer on Mock Trial team 
(1997, 1998); Head Lawyer on Mock Trial 
Team (1999)

Description: Selected to give opening 
statements in both '97 and '98, and 
closing statements in '99, when we won 
the local tournament for first time in ten 
years!



Try it:
Pick something important to 

you and write your activity 

description



How many activities do you need?

Wrong question!

Need to show that you’re dedicated to 

things.

Much better to have a couple of activities 

you’re serious about than a bunch of 

things you barely did.  Quality over 

quantity!

Remember, you’re telling your story!



Other important Common App 

things (part 1)

Always use proper grammar and 

capitalization

 Tell your story: put the most important stuff 

first

Make clear what you accomplished

 If you really don’t have enough space for 

something, there’s an “Additional 

Information” section



Other important Common App 

things (part 2)

Use a professional e-mail address

Check your e-mail regularly!

Save it as a PDF (how the colleges see it) 

and make sure it came out right

Have someone look at it carefully!!



Recommendation 

Letters



What are recommendation letters?

A teacher, guidance counselor, or other 

adult writes a letter about how they know 

you and who you are as a person.

Helps the colleges get to know you better.

Usually confidential.



How do you ask for one?

 Pick someone who knows you well and likes 
you.

ASK EARLY!

Ask politely, before adding them in the 
system.  Ask what e-mail address you should 
put in the Common App.

 In writing or by e-mail, provide the 
recommender with a summary of your goals 
and accomplishments.  Remember how 
many people your recommender meets…



FERPA



What happens next?

 The Common App sends them an e-mail.

 They can fill it out.

You should make sure it gets done, and 

politely remind if a deadline is coming up.

Warning: if your school uses Naviance, this 

might be different.

Give them a nice thank-you!



Other Stuff



Advocate for yourself!

 If a school allows for optional 

recommendations, is there someone who 

knows you well and has a unique voice?

Use the “Additional Information” section if 

useful.

Write very nice e-mails and phone 

communications with colleges.

We can help!



Questions?


